The ability to make selections and see what data is associated is one of the powerful capabilities of Qlik Sense and QlikView. Selections allow users to explore the data in an app and to answer their specific questions at any given time. In this blog, I will discuss the following selection options you may find in a selection pop-up window (shown below): Clear selection, Select all, Select possible, Select alternative and Select excluded.

**Clear selection**

Let's start with the Clear selection option. As you may expect, this will clear all selections that have been made in an app excluding locked selections. Locked selections are selections that cannot be cleared or changed. They are used when the user wants to protect a selection.

**Select all**

Select all will select all values in a field making them green. If there are excluded values in the field when you select all, then they will become selected excluded – these items will remain gray but they will get a check mark next to them indicating that they are also selected. In the image below, Dairy was selected in the Product Group field and Cheese was selected in the Product Sub Group field. All the other values in the Product Group field are excluded and therefore gray. Once all values are selected in the Product Group field, the excluded items stay gray but now have a check mark to indicate they are selected excluded.
If the selection that excludes some of the values (which is Cheese in this example) is removed then they will all become selected and turn green.

**Select possible**

To explain the select possible selection, let's first define possible values. Possible values are values that are not selected and not excluded by a selection. They appear with a white background. For example, all values in a filter pane will be possible if no selections have been made. In the image below, Dairy is selected in the Product Group field and the Product Sub Group has 5 possible values (the first 5 values in the list). The possible values are product sub group items that are associated with the Dairy selection.

If select possible is applied to the Product Sub Group, you will get the following results:
Select alternative

What are alternative values? Alternative values (light gray) are values that would have been possible (white) if a selection was not made in the field. We have already seen an example of that in the image below. In this example, Dairy was selected first and then Cheese was selected. Before Cheese was selected, the first five values in the Product Sub Group field were white (possible values). After Cheese was selected, Cheese became selected (green) and the other four values became alternative (light gray).

Select excluded

Select excluded will select all the non-selected values in a field. If Dairy is selected in the Product Group field, then select excluded will select all values that were excluded (gray) and will make them green and the Dairy selection will become an alternative value (light gray). If Dairy (Product Group) and Cheese (Product Sub Group) were selected and select excluded was selected in the Product Sub Group field (see image below), then the selected value Cheese becomes an alternative value (light gray), the possible values become green and selected and the excluded values become selected excluded (gray with a check mark).
The selection options reviewed in this blog can be used not only in filter panes and the selections tool but they can also be used in charts. This gives the user the ability to drill down in the data and see what data is associated and excluded by selections. Selections are very powerful so it is important to know all your options and how you can make selections to analyze your data. The example images used in this blog are based on the data in the Consumer Goods Sales demo. Feel free to use the selection tool in the app to test out selections or log in to qlik.com so you can add your own filter panes to the demo app.
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Is "Select Alternative" (and light-gray color association) available in QlikView? If so - which version introduced it? If not - is this something we can expect to see in the near future? It is indeed a powerful capability, but at least in the version of QlikView I currently have installed, it does not appear to be available.

Thanks for the tip - sadly, it seems this option is locked when using "Always one selected value", which greatly reduces its usefulness from my perspective - in "regular" fields, the user can just clear their selection and see what's possible using white, but in Always One Selected mode there's no way to see which other values are allowed and which would result in an empty set. I was hoping this mechanism could be used as a solution for that particular issue, but it seems this is not the case.